# Recycled Rubber - Molded Products

## 1. IDENTIFICATION OF THE PRODUCT & MANUFACTURER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name: UltraTile®, ECOmax, E-tiles, FX tiles, PlayGuard, SoftPave, Playguard Accessories, ECOpave, Pavers, QuadBlk, WearMat, ECOsmash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Company Details: Ecore International Inc. 715 Fountain Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone: 717.295.3400 Fax: 717.295.3414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 2. HAZARD(S) IDENTIFICATION

These products are non-hazardous.

## 3. COMPOSITION / INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS

There are no substances in this product presenting a health or environmental hazard within the meaning of the Chemicals (Hazard Information & Packaging for Supply) Regulations.

## 4. FIRST AID MEASURES

| Inhalation: no specific measures required |
| Skin contact: no specific measures required |
| Ingestion: no specific measures required |

## 5. FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES

5.1 Suitable extinguishing media: Water spray jet, foam, dry powder, carbon dioxide

5.2 Extinguishing media that MUST NOT be used: Not applicable

5.3 Special exposure hazard arising from combustion products, resulting gases: carbon monoxide, hydrogen chloride, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, aromatic hydrocarbons, PAH's, particulate matter, ozone, heavy metals.

5.4 Special protective equipment for firefighting: Use respiratory protection independent of recirculated air.

## 6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES

6.1 Personal precautions: No special measures required

6.2 Environmental precautions: No special measures required

6.3 Methods for cleaning up: Dispose of according to regulations

## 7. HANDLING & STORAGE

7.1 General information: No special protective measures required

7.2 Handling: Normal safe handling practices must be applied

7.3 Storage: Rolls should be stored horizontally

## 8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/ P.P.E.

Personal protection equipment: None required

## 9. PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Appearance: Black recycled rubber crumb, with possible occasional colored rubber chips.

## 10. STABILITY & REACTIVITY

10.1 General information: If stored and handled in accordance with standard industry practices, no hazardous reactions are known

10.2 Hazardous decomposition information: Thermal decomposition in the presence of air may yield hydrogen chloride gas, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide

## 11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION

11.1 General information: No harmful effects have been reported to date

| Inhalation: not applicable |
| Skin contact: no known hazard |
| Ingestion: not applicable |

## 12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION

12.1 Environmental fate and distribution: The products have no mobility in soil; are insoluble in water; are not expected to bioaccumulate

12.2 Persistence and degradability: The products will not biodegrade

## 13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS

Dispose of in accordance with local and national legislation

## 14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION

The products are not classified as dangerous for transportation

## 15. REGULATORY INFORMATION

The products are defined as “not hazardous” in the Chemicals Hazard Information and Packaging regulations (CHIP3)

## 16. OTHER INFORMATION

Disclaimer: Although the above information is presented in good faith and believed to be correct as of the current date, Ecore International gives no guarantee and disclaims responsibility for individual items being incomplete or incorrect. Furthermore, Ecore gives no guarantee that all possible measures are contained within the safety data sheet (including exceptional circumstances)